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ABSTRACT

I survey the present status of
three subfields of
reconstruction
of three
of reconstruction
tomography, X-ray
tomography,
X -rayCT,
CT, emission
emissionCT,
CT, and
and magnetic
magnetic resonance
resonance CT,
CT, and
and
mention some
This is
mention
some new
new results
results and
and insights,
insights, as
as well
well as
as open
open problems.
problems. This
for my Frontier
Frontier in Imaging
Imaging Science
Science lecture
the IEEE
IEEE Nuclear
Nuclear Science
Science
for
lecture at the
International Workshop
Workshop on
Physics and
and Engineering
Engineering of
of Computerized
Computerized
International
on Physics
Multidimensional Imaging and Processing,
Processing, April 22-4,
Multidimensional
-4, 1986,
1986, Irvine,
Irvine, CA.
CA.
§1.
X-ray
§1. X
-ray CT
a.
a. An
An industrial
industrial application:
application: Medical
Medical CT
CT is
is well
well documented,
documented, but
some
aware that
that CT
CT played
played aa role
role recently
recently in
in the
the space
space
some may
may not
not be
be aware
program.
After two
two consecutive
consecutive failures
rocket motors
motors which
which
program. After
failures of
of the
the 4' -- rocket
are used to place
place communications
communications satellites
18
satellites in
in geostationary
geostationary orbit
orbit (after 18
consecutive
to determine
determine
consecutivesuccesses)
successes)ananexpert
expert panel
panel was
was convened
convened to
to try to
the cause for
for the
the extinguishing
extinguishing of
of the
the motors
motors during
during firing.
firing. (There
(There are no
O-rings
surmised that
there is a possible
They surmised
that there
O -rings in these motors!) They
delamination
delamination inin the
the carbon
carbon exit
exit cone
cone of the motor
motor and
and that
thatthis
thisweakness
weakness
can
lead to
to the
the cone's
cone's disintegration
disintegration and
and to
to the
themotor's
motor'sextinguishing.
extinguishing.
can lead
Conventional ultrasound
image such
such
Conventional
ultrasound and
and radiographic
radiographic images
images are unable to image
delaminations.
about 10
10°,°, in
in one
one
delaminations. AA delamination
delaminationisisaa curve
curve or
or arc,
arc, of about
transaxial
which is
in which
which one of the
transaxial plane of the cone, which
is about 2cm thick, in
60
carbon-cloth
decreased density
60 laminar carbon
-cloth layers
layers making
making up
up the
the cone
cone has
has a decreased
of
least 10
10%.
10° arc of
of an
an annulus
annulus of
of at least
%. Thus
Thus we
we are
are trying
trying to
to image
image aa 10°
thickness
Industrial and
and medical
medical CT
CT scanners
scanners sample
sample at
thicknessof
of only
only 1/3
1/3 mm.
mm. Industrial
at
about
was thought
thought that
could not
not image
image the
about 2mm
2mm intervals
intervalssoso itit was
that CT could
delamination
However, as anyone
anyone in CT
CT could
could have
have told
told them,
them, the
the
delamination either.
either. However,
streak
artifacts seen
seen along
along tangents
tangents to
to discontinuities
discontinuities in
objects, long
long a
streak artifacts
in objects,
familiar
patients with
with calcifications
calcifications or
bullets, etc.
familiar problem
problem inin CT
CT in patients
or bullets,
etc. here
proves
enhancing such
delaminations. A
A simulation
simulation
proves actually
actually helpful
helpful inin enhancing
such delaminations.
clearly
even 1%
1% delaminations
delaminations can be
be (qualitatively)
(qualitatively) imaged
imaged
clearly showed
showed that
that even
and
has become
become the method
method of
of choice
choice for
for quality
quality control
control of
of rocket
rocket exit
exit
and CT has
cones. Despite
Despite this,
pressure from
from the
theinsurance
insurance company
company to
to
this, there
there is aa pressure
resume
the stronger
stronger but
but heavier
heavier phenolic
phenolic cones
cones used
used in
in early
early
resume use
use of
of the
launchings
The increased
increased weight
weight of
ofthe
thephenolic
phenoliccones
cones
launchings instead
instead of
of carbon.
carbon. The
however
depletion of fuel available
available for
for keeping
keeping the
the satellite
satellite
however leads
leads to
to faster
faster depletion
in
geostationary orbit
decreased lifetime
satellite. For
in geostationary
orbit and
and hence
hence to
to decreased
lifetime of
of the
the satellite.
more details on
on this
this experience
experience see
see[ [1].
11.
High-speed
X-ray
CT: While
While NMR has
has been
been making
making inroads
inroads into
b. High
-speed X
-ray CT:
medical
many advantages
advantages in
in image
image quality,
quality,
medical X-ray
X -rayCT
CT because
because of
of its many
greater
greater number
number of imaging
imaging parameters (density,
(density, T2,
T2, flow,
flow, etc.), as
as well
well as
as
dose,
serious problem,
problem, not yet
yet overcome
overcome and perhaps
perhaps unsolvable,
unsolvable, of
dose, itit has a serious
increased data-acquisition
X-ray
is much
much faster
faster even
even ininaaslice
slice-increased
data -acquisitiontimes.
times. X
-ray CT is
by-slice
slices could be taken
taken
by
-slicemode,
mode,and
andcould
couldbe
be made
made even
even faster
faster if many slices
simultaneously. This
single pass
pass of
of an
an X
X-ray
simultaneously.
This could
could easily
easily be
be done
done with
with a single
-ray
tube provided
provided that
the problem
problem of
of limited
limited angle
angle reconstruction
reconstruction can
can be
be
tube
that the
solved. We
We have
have recently
recently made
made some
some progress
progress [21
[2] in this direction
direction with
with aa
solved.
simple new
simple
new algorithm
algorithm for
for limited angle CT.

Lest
reader feel
feel swindled
swindled by
by the
the above
above argument,
argument, let
let me
me confess
confess
Lest the reader
the reconstructions
reconstructions of
obtained with
with only
only 160°
160 ° as
as above
above are
are not
not as
as
that the
of /f obtained
good as
Part of the
the
good
as those
thosewith
with180°
180°asasinin[3],
[3],but
but they
theyare
are not
not so
so bad.
bad. Part
problem may
with the fact
fact that
that we
we are
arenot
notusing
usingeverything
everything we
we
problem
may have
have to
to do
do with
may know
know about
in the
the above
above argument.
argument. InInparticular
particularwe
weusually
usuallyknow
know
may
about g in
for sure
sure that f/vanishes
vanishes off
off some
some circle
circle in
plane. If this
this is
is the
the
for
in the
the xx—y
-y plane.
case,
vanishes off
off the
the corresponding
corresponding ellipse
ellipse after the
the transformation
transformation
case, then g vanishes
(x,y) —*• (x,y/c).
so, we don't
don't know
know how
how to
to use
use this
this prior
priorinformation
information
(x,y /c). If so,
about g.
c.
Prior information:
information:
c. Prior
Sometimes
prior information
information in
CT can
can play
play ananenormous
enormous role.
role.
Sometimes prior
in CT
Recently aa cute little problem
problem came
Recently
came up-raised
up- raisedbybyBBKKPP Horn
Horn of
of the
the MIT
MIT
AI Laboratory
Laboratory-who
well-known
transforming
-who is
is well
-knownininCT
CT for
for his
his nice work on transforming
Radon's theorem
theorem to
to new
new coordinates.
coordinates. Horn
Horn asked
asked if
is known
known that
Radon's
if itit is
f(x,y)
0 or
1 everywhere,whether
whether the
the xxand
andyyprojections
projections determine
determine/f
f (x,y) -0 or
1 everywhere,
uniquely
projections of
are the
the same
same as
as those
those of
of the
the unit
unit
uniquelyifif the
the xx and y projections
of /f are
disk
x 2 4+ yy2
2 <4 1.
1. It was
was very
very surprising
surprising to me
me to
to learn
learn that
that only
only two
two
disk Z>,
D, x2
projections
disk, determine it uniquely
uniquely among
among sets
sets or
or among
among densities,
densities,
projections of
of aa disk,
if it is
is known
known that
that the
thedensity
density has
hasonly
onlytwo
twovalues.
values. Indeed,
almost seems
seems
Indeed, it almost
that one
one could
could draw
draw aa counter
counter-example.
the proof
proof is
is easy:
easy: If S is
is
-example. But the

another set
set with
with same
same projections
projectionsasasDD then
then SS has
another
has the
the same
same area
area and
and
moment
and D
D have
have the
the same
same xx and
andyyprojections.
projections.
moment of
of inertia
inertia as
as D
D since
since SS and
But a disk
disk of
of given
given area
area has
has least
leastmoment
moment of
ofinertia
inertiaamong
among all
allfigures,
figures,
But
uniquely,
done. For
Although this
uniquely, and
and we are done.
For more
more details
details see
see [4].
[4]. Although
this is
is a
somewhat
moral here
here that
that one
one should
should
somewhat mathematical
mathematical detour,
detour, there
there may be a moral
not
throw away
away real
real prior
prior information
information lightly.
lightly. Perhaps
Perhaps there
there are
are even
even
not throw
better ways
ways to do limited angle reconstruction.
reconstruction.
§2. Emission
Emission CT
§2.

groups have
have begun
algorithm or variations
variations on
Many groups
begun using
using the
the EM
EM algorithm
on itit to
to
compute
approximate maximum
maximum likelihood
likelihood estimate,
estimate, X,
of the
the true
true
compute an
an approximate
it, of
unknown
we suggested
suggested in
in (51,
[5], [61,
[6], (71.
[7]. While
unknown emission
emission density
density XX as
as we
While we
were
in our
our work,
work, itit remains
remains unclear
unclear whether
whether or
or not
not
were pleased
pleased at
at this interest in
emission
its inherent
inherent low
low count rates to
emissionCT
CT has
has small
small enough
enough error
error bars
bars at its
make it aa useable
Another problem,
make
useable and
and useful
useful technique.
technique. Another
problem, probably
probably
related,
high iteration
iteration numbers
EM estimate
estimate \n
becomes
related, isis that
that at high
numbers nn the
the EM
a becomes
snowy. Since
Since the
the likelihood
likelihood increments
increments can
can be
be computed
computed exactly,
exactly, one
one can
can
snowy.
see that
that what
what isis happening
happening is
is that
small increase
increase ininlikelihood
likelihood is
see
that aa small
accompanied
Some sort
accompaniedbybyaa large
large increase
increaseininsnow
snowwhen
whenn nisis large.
large. Some
sort of
of
smoothing seems
required and one
one suggestion
suggestion in this
this direction
direction was
was
smoothing
seems toto be
be required
made
Miller and
and Snyder
Snyder [81
[8] using
using the
the method
method of
ofGrenander
Grenander sieves.
sieves.
made by
by Miller
Another, very
very novel
novel idea,
idea, was
was suggested
suggested by
by Grenander
Grenander himself,
himself, with
with
Another,
members
Brown U.
U. which
which will
will be
bediscussed
discussed elsewhere
elsewhere by
by D.
D.
members of his
his group at Brown
McClure
[9], and
and isis based
basedon
onmaximizing
maximizinglikelihood
likelihood using
using an
anIsing
Ising-like
McClure [9],
-like
model
which smoothness
smoothness of
built-in
natural way
way and
and
model for
for XX in
in which
of XX isis built
-in inin aa natural
convergence takes
simulated annealing
annealing method.
method.
convergence
takes place by a simulated
been spent
spent in
in speeding
speeding up the
the EE-M
Much effort has been
-M algorithm by using
shortcuts [10],
[10], [111.
[11]. This
This effort
effort continues
continues and
there have
have been
been several
several
shortcuts
and there

Thus, suppose
suppose line
are known
known for
for lines
lines L
L which
which proposals
Thus,
line integrals
integralsofof/Ox,>>)
f (x,y) are
proposalsfor
forparallel
parallelcomputers
computersforforEM.
EM. On
On the
the other
other hand,
hand, these
these
make an
angle with
with the
the xx-axis
least 10°. While
While some
some older
older techniques
make
an angle
-axis of
of at least
techniques must
inherent error
bars on St
X are
mustfail
fail ifif the
the inherent
error bars
are too
too large,
large, at
at the
techniques attempt
extrapolate the
missing views,
subject to realizable
techniques
attempt to
to extrapolate
the missing
views, and
and are
are subject
realizable count rates.
rates. In
double photon
photon CT, single
single counts
counts are
are discarded
discarded
In double

and noise
noise sensitivity,
sensitivity, we proceed
proceed in a direct
direct and
and simple
simple way
way routinely,
streak artifacts and
routinely, even
even though
are about
about 10
10 times
timesas
asmany
manysingles
singles counts
counts in
in aa
though there are
follows:
as follows:
Perhaps one
planar-collimated
doubles counts.
counts. Perhaps
one
planar
-collimated one-ring
one -ring experiment
experiment as doubles
noone seriously
seriously considered
considered using
using singles
singles before
before isis that
that it is clear
Define
for a fixed
fixed cc < 11 and
and note
note that since
since gg is
is reason that noone
Defineg(x,y)
g(x,y) -ff(x,y/c)
(x,y /c) for
that singles
singles alone
alone cannot reconstruct
reconstruct without
without focussed
focussed collimation
collimation since
since any
any
affinely related
affinely
relatedtoto/,
f , any
any line
line integral
integral of
ofgg isis also
also aa line
line integral
integral of/.
off . It is that
X would
each detector
detector and
and
would produce
produce uniform
uniform counts
counts in each
easy to
can be
be chosen,
chosen, c ~ 10,
line integrals
easy
to see
see that c can
10, so
so that
that the line
integrals of
of gg are circularly symmetric X
so different
different circularly
circularly symmetric
symmetric X's
X's could
could not be
be discriminated
discriminated even
even at
at
known for
which make
angle with
least 1°.
1°. so
known
for all
all lines
lines LL which
make an
an angle
with the xx-axis
-axis of
of at
at least
infinite rates.
rates. But
But perhaps
perhaps singles
singles used
used along
along with
with doubles
doubles could
could help
help
But
But for
for 1°
l c it is
is reasonable
reasonable and
and possible
possible to
to use
use simple
simple quadratures
quadratures of
of infinite
especially at
low count
TheEM
EMalgorithm
algorithm[71
[7]needs
needsonly
onlyrelatively
relatively
at low
count rates.
rates. The
Radon's
reconstruct gg from
fromthese
theseknown
knownprojections.
projections. Finally especially
Radon's formula
formula to reconstruct
minor
accommodate singles
take
minor changes
changes toto accommodate
singlesasaswell
wellasas doubles:
doubles: We
We take
we
g(x,cy).For
Foradditional
additionaldetails
details we
we refer
refer to [2].
[2].
we can
canobtain
obtain/(*,>>)
f (x,y) -- g(x,cy).
2

/
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additional
singles"tubes"
"tubes" for
for each
each detector
detector and
and redefine
redefinep(b,d)
p (b,d) as
as in
in [7]
additional singles
uniform
used aa uniform
(We used
known. (We
assumed known.
density, assumed
attenuation density,
the attenuation
using the
using
from
obtained from
density obtained
attenuation density
say attenuation
use say
could use
attenuation density
attenuation
density but
but could
(d\,d^.
double-detector
d\ orora adouble
detector dl
-detector (d1,d2).
X-ray
- single detector
X
-ray CT.) Here dd —single
generated by
counts generated
107 counts
with 107
experiment with
this experiment
tried this
Linda
Linda Kaufman
Kaufman and
and I tried
the
106 turned
Monte-Carlo
Monte -Carloasasinin [7]
[7] of
of which
which about
about 106
turned out to be doubles and the
singles, neglecting
rest were singles,
neglecting scatter.
there
unfortunately there
But unfortunately
helped. But
singles helped.
the singles
could report that the
wish I could
I wish
256
use 256
to use
improvement over
was
over doubles
doubles alone
alone and
and we
we had to
slight improvement
only slight
was only
32
performance (or
same performance
iterations
iterations toto get
get about
about the
the same
(or slightly
slightly better)
better) than
than 32
reconstruction
the reconstruction
256 the
iteration 256
Moreover by iteration
iterations
iterations of
of doubles
doubles alone.
alone. Moreover
keep Aâ
would keep
singles would
the singles
snowy, dashing
again snowy,
was again
was
dashing any
any hopes
hopes that
that use of the
way.
smooth
smooth in
in aa natural way.
mood I
somewhat pessimistic,
experiment made
This
This experiment
made me
me somewhat
pessimistic,and
and inin this
this mood
error
notion of error
global notion
some global
determine some
try totodetermine
useful to try
might be useful
think
think itit might
very
be very
may be
pixel may
each pixel
on each
bars on
error bars
course error
Of course
emission CT.
for emission
bars
bars for
CT. Of
some
example some
technology. For
usefultechnology.
For example
have aauseful
still have
could still
one could
and one
large
large and
effects,
volume effects,
pixels
pixels in
in X-ray
X -rayCT
CT may
may be
be way
way off
off due
due to
to streaks
streaks or partial volume
not
do not
useful. I do
extremely useful.
still extremely
image isis still
CT image
global XX-ray
the global
etc.
etc. but the
-ray CT
for
meaningfully for
this meaningfully
do this
one do
does one
How does
believe
believe in
in L2
L2 or
or Lp
LP metrics
metrics either.
either. How
106
even 106
with even
CT with
emission CT
that emission
show that
could show
one could
Perhaps one
emission
emissionCT?
CT? Perhaps
argument?
counting argument?
somecounting
bysome
errors by
serious errors
of serious
free of
be free
never be
counts
counts can
can never
count
105 count
that 105
indicate that
[8] indicate
others [8]
Simulations by
by Miller
Miller and
and Snyder
Snyder and
and others
Simulations
images
images have
have serious
seriousartifacts,
artifacts, apparently
apparently due
due just
just to
to randomness
randomness alone.
alone. On
adequate.
are adequate.
counts are
107 counts
that107
suggests that
[7]suggests
that [7]
think that
hand I think
other hand
the
the other
quantitative?
more quantitative?
How
How does
does one
one make
make these
these statements more
NMRCT
§3. NMR
§3.
CT

measures
CT measures
emission CT
and emission
line integrals and
measures line
Whereas
Whereas X-ray
X -ray CT
CT measures
Fourier
the Fourier
measures the
CT measures
detectors, NMR CT
counts
counts in
in detectors
detectors or
or pairs
pairs of detectors,
using
by using
indirectly by
reconstructs f/indirectly
andreconstructs
density /
spin density
the spin
of the
transform
transform/f of
f and
our
despite our
reconstructing /.
inversion formula
Fourier inversion
the
the Fourier
formula for
for reconstructing
f. Thus
Thus despite
plane
measurements as plane
NMR measurements
regard NMR
could regard
one could
earlier
earlier claim
claim [12]
[ 12] that
that one
represent the
to represent
accurate to
more accurate
and more
direct and
more direct
rather more
integrals
integrals of/,
of f, itit isis rather
Bloch
the Bloch
of the
solution of
approximatesolution
theapproximate
as the
NMR as
basic
basic measured
measured quantity
quantity in
in NMR
form
equation
equation in the form

i Jof

S(t)-ff(x)c
S(t) -f f (x) e°

(3.1)

:,s)ds
m(xs)ds
w(

TZ(x)
T2 (x)

e

dx
~ dx

component of
m(x,s)
where
the component
3 dimensional, m
be 22 oror3 dimensional,
may be
where xx may
(x ,$) is the
magnetic field
magnetization
the direction
direction of
of the
the main
field at
at xx_atat time
time s,s,
main magnetic
magnetization inin the
causes the
which causes
time tt which
damping coefficient
T2 damping
T2 (x)
and T2
and
(x) is the T2
coefficientatatxx at
at time
free-induction-decay
decay
decay in
in the free
-induction -decaysignal
signal5.S. Neglecting
Neglecting T2
T2 and
and taking
taking the
slope
with unit slope
gradient
gradient field
field to
to be
be aa ramp
ramp in
in direction
direction yy with

m(x,$)
m(x,s)

(3.2)

=xx• y

gives
vector gives
unit vector
fixed unit
is aa fixed
where yy is
where

fields
nonuniform fields
T2,totononuniform
due totoT2,
artifacts due
effects and artifacts
To really separate effects
to
schemes, to
sampling schemes,
inversion, totosampling
forinversion,
algorithms for
to algorithms
flow, to
to flow,
gradients, to
and gradients,
very
data isis very
real data
with real
well with
parameters as well
other parameters
irregularities and
RF
RF irregularities
and to other
easy
so easy
not so
(3.1) is not
simulation of
computer simulation
hand, computer
other hand,
difficult.
of (3.1)
the other
difficult. On the
made
been made
have been
attempts have
Several attempts
non-trivial
withnon
especially with
either, especially
-trivial f/.. Several
density or
circle of constant density
always been
[ 15], [[16]
161 but
but / has
[15],
has always
been taken
taken to be a circle
or
some
used. However
were used.
functionoror inexact
inexact calculations
calculations of
of S(t)
S (t) were
5-function
aa öHowever some
calculate
want to calculate
we want
[3], we
in [3],
as in
ellipses as
useofofellipses
theuse
Withthe
cases are not hard. With
cases
ellipsoid if
n th ellipse (or ellipsoid
the n`6
inside the
constant inside
with / constant
(3.1) with
(3.1)
if x isis 3-

f

f

2-dimensional
the 2dimensional, but
dimensional,
but let's
let's take the
dimensionalcase
caseand
andwrite
write xx - (x,y)
(x,y) for
Then
simplicity). Then
simplicity).
r

(3.4) SO) (3.4)
n

dn e

Tzx

r r dxdy
dxdy En (x,y )e' raGr y.t)

.1

.1

n

where
(3.5)

)smSn
(-(x-xn
)smOn ) 2/a 2 + (-(x
(y-yn
) 2 cosOn ++ (y
((x-xn
En (x,y) -1 if ((x
-Xn)2cos8n
-37)sin0n)2/a,;
-xn)sinBn
+ (y -yn)cosBn)2/b,¡

1

value
T2 value
the T2
T2ttt is the
density, T2,,,
tissue density,
dn is tissue
E (x
,y) - 0 otherwise,
otherwise, and do
Gc,>>)
and En
th ellipse,
inside
inside the nnth
ellipse, and
(3.6)

a(x,y,t) -y f0' ds(x(s)Gx(s) + y(s)Gy(s)
x(s)y(s)
Bxx (s) ++ x(s)y(s)
x 2 (s) Bxx(s)
y(s)Gy (s)++x2(s)
Bxy
Bxy(s)
(s) + y2(s)B5, (s))
(t),
Bxy (t),
(t),Bxy
time t and Bxx
gradients at time
and y gradients
Here (/*(/),
are the
the x and
Gx (t ), Gy
Gy (t)
(t) are
B(t),
with arbitrary time
nonuniformity with
field nonuniformity
main field
quadratic main
the quadratic
and Byy
Byy(t)
(t) are the
dependence.
in that these
spins in
moving spins
for moving
allow for
and yy(t)
terms x(t)
The terms
dependence. The
x (t) and
(t) allow
position at time 0
initial position
whose initial
spin whose
the spin
of the
terms
terms give
give the
the position
position at
at time
time tt of
(3.4)
in (3.4)
integrals in
the integrals
evaluate the
to evaluate
order to
In order
(#j>). In
Gc(0),>>(0))
was
was (x
(0), y (0))-- (x,y).
or
linear or
be linear
restricted to
are restricted
and yy(t)
analytically,
analytically,the
theterms
termsx(t)
x (t) and
(t) are
to be
complex
then
The integrals
and yy.. The
functions of x and
quadratic functions
integralsininx xand
andy yare
are
then
complex
time
arbitrary time
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